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Abstract 

In this study we quantitatively and qualitatively explore two research questions: (1) 'What 

qualifies a scholar to be classified as an extraordinary contributor to work and family research?' 

and, (2) 'Who are extraordinary contributors to work and family research?' We first selected a 

group of top work and family scholars based on total citation counts and a multi-level 

nomination process. We then qualitatively explored our research questions via e-mail 

correspondence and telefocus groups. From these data, we distilled eight core themes, or 

'modalities of excellence,' to categorize extraordinary contributors: (1) publishing (traditional 

academic metrics), (2) publishing (reputation among scholars), (3) disseminating work and 

family research (translational research), (4) funding work and family research, (5) service to the 

work and family field, (6) mentoring future work and family scholars, (7) landmark work and 

family contributions, and (8) overall reputation. Using quantitative measures (citation counts) 

and qualitative exploration (e-mail correspondence, telefocus groups, and surveys of work and 

family scholars) we identified extraordinary contributors in each modality.    

 

Keywords: ranking top scholars, influential scholars, work and family, work-family, 

work-life, gender and work 
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Prelude 

 I, E. Jeffrey Hill, would like to introduce this study with a personal reflection. About 

three years ago, I realized I was getting old! I had just turned 63 and, in many unmistakable 

ways, I recognized that my career as a work and family scholar was winding down. As I 

reflected on my career, which had spanned a quarter of a century, a surge of gratitude swelled in 

my heart for thousands of valuable interactions with scores of extraordinary work and family 

scholars. Their attention and mentoring launched me in the field. Their unselfish, brilliant ideas 

had inspired me. They were always willing to listen and provide clear, sometimes painful, 

feedback. I longed to identify the extraordinary work and family scholars who have contributed 

profoundly to the field and influenced me, and so many others, in the process. I felt the strong 

desire to say ‘thank you’ and recognize these extraordinary contributors to work and family 

research in some public way. That is why I undertook this study.   

Introduction 

What qualifies a scholar to be classified as an extraordinary contributor to work and 

family research? Who are extraordinary contributors to work and family research? A perusal of 

scholarly literature revealed that these questions had yet to be adequately addressed. The purpose 

of this study was to begin to discover the answers.   

We commence this paper by presenting our literature review of similar attempts to 

answer analogous questions in other disciplines. We then share the ever-unfolding method we 

developed to quantitatively and qualitatively define extraordinary contributions and identify 

extraordinary contributors to work and family research. This method included using traditional 

academic metrics to gather a list of top authors of work and family research. We then solicited 

information from these scholars via e-mail and telefocus groups. Next, we relate the eight 
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modalities of excellence we gleaned from this endeavor to identify extraordinary contributors. Of 

these eight, one was quantitative (traditional academic metrics) and seven were qualitative 

(based on the reputation among other work and family scholars). Finally, we present lists of 

extraordinary contributors in each of these eight modalities of excellence based on our research.   

Literature Review 

Previous studies have attempted to identify influential contributors to a variety of 

scholarly fields, such as: sociology of race and minority relations (Bahr, Johnson, & Seitz, 1971; 

information science (Cronin & Meho, 2006; Oppenheim, 2007); multicultural counselling 

(Ponterotto, Fingerhut, & Mcguinness, 2012); hospitality (Schmidgall, Woods, & Hardigree, 

2007); and police studies (Wright & Miller, 1998). Ranking the number of citations has been a 

frequently-used process in this effort (Bahr et al., 1971; Ponterotto et al., 2012). Schmidgall, 

Woods, and Hardigree (2007) summarized, ‘Citation analyses have been a common and highly 

regarded measure of scholarly influence in an academic field’ (p. 32). 

Some have used these traditional academic metrics to determine their lists of influential 

scholars; however, the source material and methods used as a basis for these metrics varies. For 

example, Wright and Miller (1998) used citation counts from six journals focused on police 

studies to develop a list of 50 most-cited scholars and 36 most-cited articles in their discipline. 

They then compared this to general lists in leading journals and textbooks. Oppenheim (2007) 

counted citations related to articles where the individual scholar was the first author. All citations 

where the scholar was other-than-first author were included as well. Citations to books were also 

counted.   

To identify exceptional contributors to multicultural counseling, scholarship and 

textbooks related to the discipline were analyzed to determine the most frequently cited scholars 
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(Ponterotto et al., 2012). To find outstanding scholars in the field of race and minority relations, 

leading sociological journals were evaluated to determine citation counts for authors (Bahr et al., 

1971). To determine leading scholars in hospitality management education, researchers also used 

major journals as the source material for citation analyses, but took a unique path in that the 

findings were updated longitudinally (Schmidgall et al., 2007).  

While citation analysis has been the most common criterion for creating lists of 

influential scholars, it is not the only way. Others have used the h-index in order to calculate the 

overall influence of a scholar’s work. The h-index was formulated by Jorge Hirsche in 2005, and 

it is defined as, ‘A scientist has index h if h of his or her Np papers have at least h citations each 

and the other (Np – h) papers have ≤h citations each’ (Hirsch, 2005, p. 1). For example, an h-

index of 20 would indicate a scholar has at least 20 publications that have each been cited at least 

20 times.  

Cronin and Meho (2006) used the h-index to rank influential information scientists and 

compared this to raw citation counts. They ranked 31 names according to the total number of 

citations (once with self-citations and once without self-citations) and the h-index (once with and 

once without self-citations). They suggest that there is a positive correlation between citation 

counts and the h-index, thus indicating that the total number of citations is a dependable 

predictor of scholarly impact; however, the h-index does give a more ‘discriminatory power.’ 

Most endeavors to identify top scholarly contributors to a discipline have focused on 

objective, quantitative measures; however, qualitative methods have also been employed. To 

recognize excellent Black educators, the editors of Black Issues in Higher Education utilized a 

group consensus technique. They worked with their writers to identify and share biographies of 
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twenty ‘Giants in the Classroom’ whose work had inspired others and had made a significant 

impact in the field (2004).  

Outside the realm of academia, the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) in American 

football used a methodology for determining the top football teams that might have application 

to identifying extraordinary scholarly contributors. The BCS used the Harris Interactive College 

Football Poll and the USA Today Coaches Poll, as well as computer quantitative rankings, to 

ascertain the best teams, which in turn determined who would play in which championship bowl 

games. By utilizing both subjective and objective means (through the polls and the 

computations), the BCS’s method was widely accepted (unless, of course, your team did not 

make it to the desired bowl game). These examples demonstrate how both quantitative and 

qualitative measures have been used to determine the leading contributors to a scholarly 

endeavor. 

Methods 

With previous efforts to identify top contributors in scholarly fields in mind, we proceed 

to share the methods we employed, and in some cases developed, to identify top work and family 

scholars. We present the variety of both quantitative and qualitative measures used to explore, 

identify, and assess the contributions of extraordinary work and family scholars.  

Initial Cadre of Top Work and Family Scholars  

We started by using traditional academic metrics (e.g., number of articles published, 

citation counts, h-indices, etc.) to identify top work and family scholars. We identified a list of 

the top 25 work and family scholars using Google Scholar. We identified the top 25 scholars 

who identified themselves as ‘workfamily’ or ‘work and family’ or ‘work-family’ in their 
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profiles using the total number of citations reported by Google Scholar (see Table 1 for our 

initial list).   
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 1 
 
Most cited work and family researchers according to Google Scholar (June 13, 2016) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Name    Citations   Affiliation             Discipline 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Jeffrey Greenhaus 22,599 Drexel University Management 

Tammy Allen 17,003 University of South Florida Psychology 

Michael Frone 16,242 SUNY-Buffalo Psychology 

Rosalind Barnett 15,106 Brandeis University Women's Studies 

Ann Crouter 14,630 Penn State Family Studies 

Phyllis Moen 14,146 University of Minnesota Sociology 

Dawn Carlson 13,152 Baylor University Management 

Gary Powell 11,443 University of Connecticut Management 

Alicia Grandey 11,271 Penn State Psychology 

Joseph Grzywacz 10,135 Florida State University Family Studies 

Eileen Appelbaum 8,314 Center for Economic Policy Economics 

Joan Williams 8,221 UC Hastings College of Law Law 

Ellen Kossek 6,963 Michigan State University Psychology 

Melissa Milkie 6,253 University of Toronto Sociology 

Leslie Hammer 4,697 Portland State University Psychology 

Nancy Rothbard 4,629 Wharton Management 

E. Jeffrey Hill 4,305 Brigham Young University Family Studies 

Shelley MacDermid 4,156 Purdue Family Studies 

Wendy Casper 3,994 U Texas - Arlington Management 

Jennifer Glass 3,896 University of Texas Sociology 

Erin Kelly 3,769 MIT Management 

Maureen Perry-Jenkins 3,235 U Massachusetts - Amherst Psychology 

Julie Wayne 2,572 Wake Forest University Management 

Susan J. Lambert 2,405 University of Chicago Management 

Stewart Friedman 2,139 Wharton Management 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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After examining our initial list, we realized that many top work and family scholars were 

not represented and that some of the scholars on the list published most of their research outside 

of the work and family domain. To expand the list we sent e-mails to this group of 25 scholars, 

verified that the quantitative data reported on their Google Scholar profiles were correct, listed 

the top 25 work-family scholars we found in alphabetical order, and asked for nominations of 

additional work-family scholars whom they believe should be on the list of most influential 

work-family scholars. We received nominations for 29 additional influential work-family 

scholars. We then e-mailed the newly-nominated work and family scholars, provided the new list 

of 54 work-family scholars in alphabetical order, and asked for further nominations. The second 

round of scholars recommended an additional 10 scholars, which left our list at 64 influential 

work and family scholars.  

We researched each of these 64 work and family scholars with quantitative data found on 

Google Scholar, Web of Science Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), Research Gate, and 

Publish or Perish. We e-mailed all of these scholars and asked them to confirm the numbers that 

were listed. We invited those who did not have a Google Scholar profile to create one and list 

'work-family' and 'work and family' on that profile. Of the 28 scholars who were invited to create 

a Google Scholar profile, 15 scholars created a profile, 6 scholars declined the invitation, 4 did 

not respond, and 3 scholars sent a CV or resume as a substitute for the quantitative data.  

Telefocus Groups  

To explore what it means to be an extraordinary contributor to work and family research, 

we invited the Top 40 in total Google Scholar citation counts (of our list of 64) to participate in 

telefocus groups.  Invitations were sent via e-mail, with up to three reminders. Eight telefocus 

groups were conducted via 'Go-To-Meeting' (group video-conferencing) with a total of 27 (68% 
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participation rate) work-family. Being “too busy” and “schedule conflicts” were the main 

reasons given for non-participation.  

During these telefocus interviews, participants were asked questions such as, 'What does 

it take to be an extraordinary contributor to the work and family field?', 'Who do you know that 

has been an extraordinary contributor?', and 'Why do you consider this person an extraordinary 

contributor?' Each session was recorded and one or two research assistants took notes. The 

facilitator and research assistant(s) debriefed each other immediately after each session. A set of 

common themes for extraordinary contribution, as well as the names of a few work-family 

scholars who were missing from our list, rapidly emerged.  After all the telefocus groups were 

concluded, the research assistants listened to all of the recordings to try to identify additional 

themes that might be considered. None were found.     

Based on the received input, we identified eight themes of contribution to work and 

family research. We called these themes 'modalities of excellence.' The first modality was based 

on traditional academic metrics (e.g., citation counts, number of articles published, h-indices, 

etc.). The other seven modalities were qualitative (based on the reputation among work and 

family scholars). The eight modalities of excellence identified were (1) publishing traditional 

work and family scholarship (traditional academic metrics); (2) publishing traditional work and 

family scholarship (reputation among scholars); (3) disseminating work and family research 

(translational research for policy makers and the public); (4) funding work and family research; 

(5) providing service to the work and family field (reviews, professional organizations, etc.); (6) 

mentoring future work and family scholars; (7) making landmark contributions that have shaped 

the work and family field; and (8) overall contribution (reputation among work and family 

scholars). 
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To quantitatively evaluate contributions to work and family scholarship, we used 

traditional academic metrics. For each of our 64 scholars, we identified a list of their work and 

family scholarly publications (scholarly articles, books, reports) and tallied citation counts from 

Google Scholar. We created a 'Top Ten or so' list based on the number of citations to work and 

family publications. We included everyone with more than 9,000 citations.  

To qualitatively identify the extraordinary contributors in the other seven modalities of 

excellence, we sent a survey to all Work Family Researchers Network members. We received 

responses from 319 work and family scholars out of an estimated membership of 477 for an 

estimated participation rate of 67% (S. Sweet, personal communication, January 28, 2019).  Each 

respondent had the opportunity to write-in three contributors in each modality of excellence. We 

standardized name spellings so that results could be automatically tallied using spreadsheet 

formulas. From these tallies we identified a 'Top Ten or so' list based on the number of 

responses. To be listed in a 'Top Ten or so' list, an individual had to be among the top ten in the 

tallies and named by five or more different work and family scholars. This aided in the 

development of the 'Top Ten or so' list for each modality of excellence. 

Because this special issue deals with translational research, we wrote biographies on the 

'Top Ten' in the disseminating work and family research modality of excellence. We used public 

sources of information to draft these biographies but offered each extraordinary contributor the 

opportunity to provide e-mail input.    

Results 

Through our research we were able to identify a 'Top Ten or so' list of extraordinary 

contributors to work and family research for each of the eight modalities of excellence. Because 

our purpose is to identify, not rank, extraordinary contributors to work and family research, we 
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present each list in alphabetical, not ranked order. Below we will explain each modality and then 

provide a table with the 'Top Ten or so' list. 

1: Publishing Traditional Work and Family Scholarship (Traditional Academic Metrics) 

Traditional academic metrics was frequently mentioned in our focus groups as an 

objective and quantitative indicator of extraordinary contribution to work and family research. A 

work and family scholar suggested we measure the 'total number of citations, and [h-]index, 

classic metrics.' Another scholar recommended we measure, 'Number of citations, number of 

journal articles, [and] impact factors.' For our 'Top 10 or so' list, we identified those scholars who 

had more than 9,000 citations to their work and family publications. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 2 

Publishing traditional work and family scholarship (citations in Google Scholar)–Top Ten or so 

(May 5, 2018) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name   Citations Affiliation    Discipline 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Tammy Allen  12,330  University of South Florida  Psychology 

Rosalind Barnett 14,934  Brandeis University   Women’s Studies 

Dawn Carlson    9,066  Baylor University   Management 

Ann Crouter  15,338  Penn State University   Family Studies 

Paula England  13,039  New York University   Sociology 

Michael Frone  12,978  SUNY – Buffalo   Psychology 

Jeffrey Greenhaus 22,301  Drexel University   Management 

Joseph Grzywacz   9,929  Florida State University  Family Studies 

Ellen Ernst Kossek 12,863  Michigan State University  Psychology 

Phyllis Moen  16,439  University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Gary Powell  12,231  University of Connecticut  Management 

Jane Waldfogel 11,951  Columbia University   Social Work 
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______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 

2: Publishing Traditional Work and Family Scholarship (Reputation Among Scholars) 

 There were concerns expressed by some focus-group participants that traditional   

academic metrics did not adequately capture the contribution of work and family scholars. They 

proposed that work and family scholars themselves would be a better source of identifying 

extraordinary contributions to work and family scholarship. This list is a compilation of those 

scholars most-mentioned on our survey of 319 members of the Work and Family Researchers  

Network (again in alphabetical order).  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 3 

Publishing traditional work and family scholarship (reputation among scholars)–Top Ten or so 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Tammy Allen    University of South Florida  Psychology 

Dawn Carlson    Baylor University   Management 

Kathleen Gerson   New York University   Sociology 

Jennifer Glass    University of Texas   Sociology 

Jeffrey Greenhaus   Drexel University   Management 

Joseph Grzywacz   Florida State University  Family Studies 

Leslie Hammer   Portland State University  Psychology 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Phyllis Moen    University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Gary Powell    University of Connecticut  Management 

______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 
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3: Disseminating Work and Family Research (for Policy Makers and the Public) 

Several focus group participants highlighted disseminating work and family research to 

policy makers, government leaders, and the public as a component of extraordinary contribution. 

One scholar reported, 'It’s the way you grasp what’s going on in the field and/or are able to 

communicate that understanding of the phenomena to other people.' Another said, 'In terms of 

the word ‘influential’, I would add how the concepts and ideas are translated out of academia, 

not just [to] government, but also [to] culture and how we talk about things.' Because of the 

connection of this modality to translational research, we have short biographies of each scholar 

mentioned in this 'Top Ten or so' list in the Appendix.   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 4 

Disseminating Work and Family Research (for policy makers and the public)—Top Ten or so 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Ellen Galinsky    Families and Work Institute  Non-Profit 

Kathleen Gerson   New York University   Sociology 

Leslie Hammer   Portland State University  Psychology 

Arlie Hochschild   University of California- Berkeley Sociology 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Shelley MacDermid Wadsworth Purdue University   Family Studies 

Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes  Boston College   Social Work 

Jane Waldfogel   Columbia University   Social Work 

Joan Williams    UC Hastings – College of Law Law 

______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 
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4: Funding Work and Family Research 

Funding work and family research was mentioned frequently as a criterion for 

extraordinary contribution. One focus group participant remarked, 'I think one of the key markers 

of an extraordinary contributor is the person who is able to generate and mobilize resources.' 

Another indicated, 'As our field has progressed, the real important contributions now will tend to 

be projects that will require considerable amounts of investment and dollars.' In our survey of 

WFRN membership, the results in this modality were remarkable. Almost every respondent in 

this category only wrote one name: Kathleen Christensen. In 24 years at the Sloan Foundation, 

she directed the strategic funding of 363 grants worth $165 million dollars toward work and 

family research. Because of this extraordinary contribution, many have called her the 'Mother of 

Work and Family Research.' For this reason, our Top Ten list in this modality is a Top One list.   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 5 

Funding work and family research—Top One 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Kathleen Christensen   Sloan Foundation   Non-Profit 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5: Providing Service to Work and Family Field (Reviews, Professional Organizations, etc.)  

Several focus group participants suggested that we include providing service to the work 

and family field as a criterion for extraordinary contribution. One respondent said, 'Maybe it 

would be relevant to recognize those that organize the work family conferences because they 

make such a great contribution by allowing us to show our work and interact.' Other aspects 
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included serving 'as the work and family person' on various editorial boards, writing reviews of 

work and family articles for scholarly publications, establishing focus groups at disciplinary 

conferences, and serving in leadership positions at WFRN.   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 6 

Providing service to the work and family field (reviews, professional organizations, etc.)—Top 

Ten or so 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Joseph Grzywacz   Florida State University  Family Studies 

Jerry Jacobs    University of Pennsylvania  Sociology 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Shelley MacDermid Wadsworth Purdue University   Family Studies 

Phyllis Moen    University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes  Boston College   Social Work 

Stephen Sweet    Ithaca College    Sociology 

______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 

 

6: Mentoring Future Work and Family Scholars 

In our focus groups, many participants reasoned that a scholar’s influence is not 

measured by their work alone but also by the work of those they mentor. They agreed that 

mentoring was an important criterion for extraordinary contribution to work and family research. 

One suggested, 'To make a person extraordinary I would say [that] they also have to [have] had 

an important mentoring function, educating, mentoring, guiding younger work family 
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researchers in finding their way.' This mentoring includes undergraduate students, graduate 

students, new faculty members, and peers.   

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 7 

Mentoring future work and family scholars—Top Ten or so 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Tammy Allen    University of South Florida  Psychology 

Kathleen Gerson   New York University   Sociology 

Jennifer Glass    University of Texas   Sociology 

Jeffrey Greenhaus   Drexel University   Management   

Leslie Hammer   Portland State University  Psychology 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Phyllis Moen    University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Stephen Sweet    Ithaca College    Sociology 

______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 

 

7: Making Landmark Contributions that have Shaped the Work and Family Field  

A consensus of our focus group participants agreed that making a 'landmark contribution 

to the field' was a hallmark of an extraordinary contributor. Often, these contributions would be 

in the form of a book that might dramatically shape the field. Sometimes these extraordinary 

contributors would not write traditional academic articles and might slip under the radar if 

gauged only by traditional academic metrics.   
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 8 

Making landmark contributions that have shaped the work and family field—Top Ten or so 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Lotte Bailyn    MIT     Management 

Rosalind Barnett   Brandeis University   Women’s Studies 

Mary Blair-Loy   University of California-San Diego Sociology 

Ellen Galinsky    Families and Work Institute  Non-Profit 

Jeffrey Greenhaus   Drexel University   Management 

Arlie Hochschild   University of California- Berkeley Sociology 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Phyllis Moen    University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Gary Powell    University of Connecticut  Management 

Joan Williams    UC Hastings – College of Law Law 

______________________________________________________________________________

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 

 

8: Overall Contribution (Reputation Among Work and Family Scholars) 

 Our last modality was overall contribution to work and family research based on the 

reputation of work and family scholars. This is simply the response to the last question on our 

survey of WFRN members: 'Overall, who do you believe are the most extraordinary contributors 

to work and family research and why? You may name anyone previously mentioned or list 

someone new. For each person briefly indicate why you consider their contributions to work and 

family research to be extraordinary. Name 1-3 work and family researchers.' 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 9 

Overall contribution (reputation among work and family scholars)—Top Ten or so 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name     Affiliation    Discipline 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Tammy Allen    University of South Florida  Management  

Ellen Galinsky    Families and Work Institute  Non-Profit 

Jeffrey Greenhaus   Drexel University   Management 

Arlie Hochschild   University of California- Berkeley Sociology 

Rosabeth Moss Kanter  Harvard Business School  Management 

Ellen Ernst Kossek   Michigan State University  Psychology 

Susan Lambert   University of Chicago   Management 

Suzan Lewis    Middlesex University (London) Psychology 

Shelley MacDermid Wadsworth Purdue University   Family Studies 

Phyllis Moen    University of Minnesota  Sociology 

Gary Powell    University of Connecticut  Management 

Joan Williams    UC Hastings – College of Law Law 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Note. Scholars are listed alphabetically rather than by rank. 

Discussion 

In this study we explored two research questions: (1) 'What qualifies a scholar to be 

classified as an extraordinary contributor to work and family research?' and (2) 'Who are 

extraordinary contributors to work and family research?' We found the answers to these 

questions to be multifaceted. Based on quantitative and qualitative input from more than 300  

work and family researchers, we extracted eight modalities of excellence to categorize 

extraordinary work and family researchers: (1) publishing (traditional academic metrics), (2) 

publishing (reputation among scholars), (3) disseminating work and family research 
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(translational research), (4) funding work and family research, (5) service to the field, (6) 

mentoring future work and family scholars, (7) landmark contributions, and (8) overall 

reputation. Based on citation counts to work and family publications, e-mail correspondence,  

telefocus groups, and a survey of the members of the Work and Family Researchers Network, we 

identified a total of 28 extraordinary contributors to work and family research in a total of 8 'Top 

Ten or so' lists.   

We can glean many interesting facts by an examination of this list. First, this study 

confirms that the milieu of work and family research is multi-disciplinary. Our extraordinary 

contributors come from many disciplines, primarily from the social sciences and business. 

Altogether, eight have their academic home in Sociology, seven in Management, four in 

Psychology, three in Family Studies, two in Social Work, and one each in Women’s Studies and 

Law. This group is institutionally diverse; all 28 have their academic homes in distinct 

institutions.  Two of the extraordinary contributors are not in academia: one works in a non-

profit foundation and the other in a non-profit institute. However, these extraordinary 

contributors lack diversity related to language, global geography, ethnicity, and gender. All 28 

are white and from English-speaking countries. Only Suzan Lewis (United Kingdom) is from 

outside of the United States. Most of the extraordinary contributors (22 of 28) are female. Bias 

from this kind of homogeneity has been seen to hold back progress in scientific endeavors (see 

Asplund & Welle, 2018). Lack of variety among the very top work and family scholars suggests 

that the field should consider how to be more inclusive of global work and family research, as 

well as attracting more ethnically diverse work and family scholars.  

Our group of extraordinary contributors have an extraordinary amount of experience with 

work and family research. Rosalind Barnett had the earliest publication deemed to be 'work and 
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family' in 1967: Vocational planning of college women: A psycho-social study (Barnett, 1967). 

The average extraordinary contributor has been publishing work and family research for almost 

33 years. Among the 28 of them, these extraordinary contributors have near a millennium (915 

years) of work and family research experience.   

Many of our extraordinary contributors made multiple 'Top Ten or so' lists, indicative of 

extraordinary contribution in multiple modalities of excellence. Of particular note, Ellen Ernst 

Kossek made 7 of 8 'Top Ten or so' lists. Suzan Lewis, Phyllis Moen, Jeff Greenhaus, Tammy 

Allen, and Gary Powell all made at least four 'Top Ten or so' lists. Though we have eschewed 

ranked lists to this point, we have sorted our last table, Table 10, in order by the number of 'Top 

Ten or so' lists to indicate the breadth of the contribution of our extraordinary contributors.  

Finally, this paper promotes going beyond traditional academic metrics to assess 

contribution to the field. It is important to consider other 'modalities of excellence' when 

evaluating scholarly value.   

Limitations 

We readily admit to many limitations of this attempt to identify extraordinary 

contributors to work and family research. For measures of traditional academic metrics, not all 

scholars had a Google Scholar profile or agreed to set one up. Those individuals were not part of 

the quantitative analysis. In addition, our only source of data for the 'modalities of excellence' 

was one survey of WFRN members with a modest response rate. There is no way to know if the 

respondents were representative of WFRN or of work and family scholars who do not belong to 

WFRN. We humbly accept the limitation that there are other ways to define extraordinary 

contribution, and that other extraordinary contributors would surface if other criteria and 

methods were used. That said, we believe this is the most thorough investigation of its kind and 
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the best that answers our research questions to date. A final limitation is that we excluded 

potentially extraordinary work and family scholars who are deceased.   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Table 10 

Overall contribution (ranked by number of Top Ten Lists) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name 

Top 
Ten 
Lists 

Years 
in 

WF 
WF 

Cites 

 
WF 
h-

index Gender Country Discipline 
Ellen Ernst Kossek 7 30 12,863 51 F USA Psychology 
Suzan Lewis 6 32 6,759 43 F UK Psychology 
Phyllis Moen 6 41 16,439 66 F USA Sociology 
Jeffrey Greenhaus 5 44 22,301 50 M USA Management 
Tammy Allen 4 35 12,330 44 F USA Management 
Gary Powell 4 41 12,231 47 M USA Management 
Ellen Galinsky 3 30 * * F USA Non-Profit 
Kathleen Gerson 3 44 5,596 24 F USA Sociology 
Joseph Grzywacz 3 18 9,929 37 M USA Family Studies 
Leslie Hammer 3 24 7,745 40 F USA Psychology 
Arlie Hochschild 3 30 * * F USA Sociology 
Shelley MacDermid 3 28 2,456 17 F  USA Family Studies 
Joan Williams 3 36 7,429 36 F USA Law 
Rosalind Barnett 2 51 14,934 58 F USA Women’s Studies 
Dawn Carlson 2 24 9,066 30 F USA Management 
Jennifer Glass 2 35 3,685 25 F USA Sociology 
Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes 2 28 1,263 19 F USA Social Work 
Stephen Sweet 2 17 1,390 19 M USA Sociology 
Jane Waldfogel 2 24 11,923 51 F USA Social Work 
Lotte Bailyn 1 41 * * F USA Management 
Mary Blair-Loy 1 19 3,301 19 F USA Sociology 
Kathleen Christensen 1 33 1,147 17 F USA Non-Profit 
Ann Crouter 1 34 15,338 58 F USA Family Studies 
Paula England 1 39 13,039 45 F USA Sociology 
Michael Frone 1 32 12,978 34 M USA Psychology 
Jerry Jacobs 1 35 7,733 36 M USA Sociology 
Susan Lambert 1 28 2,203 19 F USA Management 
Rosabeth Moss Kanter 1 42 * * F USA Management 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Note: Scholars are ranked by the number of Top Ten lists they are in. In cases of a tie, they are 

listed in alphabetical order. 

* scholar declined to set up a Google Scholar profile 

Conclusion 

What qualifies a scholar to be classified as an extraordinary contributor to work and 

family research? Who are extraordinary contributors to work and family research? These are 

important questions that now have the beginnings of some answers. We hope that, because of 

this study, the milieu of work-family scholars can be better acquainted with, appreciate, and 

eventually collaborate with the extraordinary contributors to the burgeoning field of work and 

family research.   

Postlude 

I, E. Jeffrey Hill, would like to conclude this study with a personal reflection. In the end, 

recognizing extraordinary contributions to work and family research is not just about the 

numbers. Citations, h-indices, and responses to a survey are all nice. It’s really comes down to 

those who share a passion about doing research that will help make the world a place where 

women and men can fulfill their potential and claim joy the workplace, at home, and elsewhere. 

These work and family scholars have done that.  Personally, they have helped fan the flames of 

my vocational passion to publish and disseminate research about how flexibility in the workplace 

enables people to simultaneously provide for and nurture their families in harmony. This exercise 

of identifying extraordinary contributors gives us all appreciation for all those who have built the 

field of work and family research. Let me end this article where I began: from within my heart, I 

sincerely say 'thank you' to you, the extraordinary contributors to work and family research.   

Appendix 
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 Because this is a special issue on translational research, we have included brief 

biographies for each “Top Ten or so” extraordinary scholar in the “Disseminating Work and 

Family Research (for Policy Makers and the Public)” modality of excellence. 

Ellen Galinsky is a revered pioneer in work and family translational research. She co-

founded the Families and Work Institute in 1989 and spearheaded five National Studies of the 

Changing Workforce (NSCW) from 1992 to 2016 and six National Studies of Employers (NSE) 

from 1998 to 2016. Armed with NSCW and NSE data as well as data from numerous other 

studies FWI conducted, Ellen became a leading authority on work and family issues with a 

prominent face to the national media, the business community, and governmental policy makers. 

In her innovative book, Ask the Children: The Breakthrough Study That Reveals How to Succeed 

at Work and Parenting (Galinsky, 2000), Ellen presented, in an accessible way, work and family 

issues from the often-surprising perceptions of the children involved. She also oversaw the 

creation of When Work Works, the project that translated FWI’s extensive research into practice 

in all 50 states. Her extensive work in conducting original research and then translating that 

research into action exemplifies her extraordinary dedication to not only finding theoretical 

answers to societal questions, but also disseminating practical solutions to assist everyday 

families and their employers. In 2018 the Work and Family Researchers Network (WFRN) 

honored her by creating the Ellen Galinsky Generative Researcher Award. Her wisdom for those 

researching work and family issues is that 'Nothing is more important than making work “work” 

for employees and employers.' Ellen, husband Norman, children, Philp, Lara & families spend 

Sundays together. Led by grandson Zai, they always say what they are grateful for. 

Kathleen Gerson is Professor of Sociology and a Collegiate Professor of Arts and 

Sciences at New York University where she has been an extraordinary contributor to work and 
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family translational research, especially related to gender. Her groundbreaking book Hard 

Choices: How Women Decide about Work, Career, and Motherhood (Gerson, 1985) gives 

insight into how women make decisions between competing work and family priorities, and the 

causes and implications of those decisions. In The unfinished revolution: How a new generation 

is reshaping family, work, and gender in America (Gerson, 2009), Kathleen powerfully portrays 

how adults struggle to implement flexible work and family ideals in inflexible workplace and 

community environments. She has both written and been featured in many online news articles, 

pushing for work and family issues to be addressed in research and policy agendas. Her research 

on work and family conflict has been instrumental in documenting the causes of changes in the 

workplace and in families over the last decades. Kathleen's advice for anyone wishing to be 

successful in translational research is to 'write clearly and boldly, seek to understand rather than 

judge everyone’s experiences and point of view, and focus on the core issues at stake rather than 

on what others presume to be true.' Additionally, her wisdom for those following her into work 

and family research is that 'it always seems impossible until it’s done.' Kathleen and her life 

partner, John Mollenkopf, live in Brooklyn, where they happily share work and care.  

Leslie B. Hammer is Professor of Psychology at Portland State University and Professor 

in the Oregon Institute of Occupational Health Sciences at Oregon Health and Science 

University. For nearly a quarter century she has been an extraordinary contributor to translational 

research. Specifically, her research focuses on workplace programs that reduce work-life stress, 

and she has been involved with numerous workplace-intervention, randomized-controlled trials 

evaluating the effectiveness of supervisor support training. Dr. Hammer is also the Director of 

the Occupational Health Psychology graduate training program at Portland State University. She 

is an Associate Director of the Oregon Healthy Workforce Center (OHWC), one of six centers of 
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excellence in Total Worker Health. She is currently conducting two randomized, controlled trials 

funded by the Department of Defense. The Study for Employment of Veterans (SERVe) is 

focused on increasing supervisor support through training workplace interventions and 

enhancing employment outcomes for veterans reintegrating into the workforce. The Military 

Sleep and Health Study (MESH) is focused on increasing supervisor support for sleep, testing 

the effectiveness of a supervisor training sleep leadership intervention. Her work is an example 

of extraordinary translational research, and is seen in the recent press release 'New online 

training helps veterans reintegrate into workforce' (White, 2018). This highlights her dedication 

to understanding how to find solutions to work-family conflicts that will benefit family 

relationships and workplace productivity. Leslie has lived in Portland, OR for 28 years and has 

two college-aged sons who attend the University of Oregon. 

Arlie Hochschild’s extraordinary influence on the field of work and family in general, 

and specifically translational research, cannot be understated. Currently Professor of Sociology 

at the University of California, Berkeley, her career has spanned nearly 50 years. Her best-selling 

book The Second Shift (Hochschild & Machung, 1989), which has sold approximately 200,000 

copies, was one of the first books to bring work and family related issues to the public 

consciousness. It powerfully revealed the imbalance between the amount of work men and 

women contribute in the home. She has authored eight other books, including The Time Bind 

(Hochschild, 1997) which, in addition to The Second Shift, was named 'Notable Book of the 

Year' by The New York Times and received the Jessie Bernard Award. The Outsourced Self: 

Intimate Life in Market Times (Hochschild, 2012) was dubbed one of the 'Best Books of 2012' by 

Publishers Weekly. Additionally, she recently published So How’s the Family?: And Other 

Essays (Hochschild, 2013), the title essay of which analyzes the impact of public policy on 
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family life. Her works have been published in 16 languages. In addition, she served as the 

Director (1997-2001) and Co-Director (1999-2001) of the Center for Working Families at UC 

Berkeley. Along with receiving honorary degrees from eight different universities, Hochschild 

has received the Award for Public Understanding of Sociology for lifetime achievement. When 

asked how to be successful in translational research she stated: 'Write in plain English, with the 

vocabulary and in the cadence with which you would speak to a very smart, empathic friend.' 

Arlie is doing field work in Appalachia, and otherwise lives in Berkeley with her husband, 

Adam, three blocks from their two granddaughters. 

Ellen Ernst Kossek is Professor of Management at Purdue’s University and a Research 

Director of the Susan Bulkeley Butler Center for Leadership Excellence. The breadth of her 

extraordinary contribution to work and family research for the past three decades is illustrated by 

her inclusion on seven of our Top Ten lists. She has made an extraordinary impact in 

translational research by skillfully and strategically disseminating her work-family research to 

policy makers, corporations, and the public. Her research has focused around work-family 

conflict, workplace flexibility, women and work, work-life boundary management styles, leader 

work-life support, and work-family/life interactions. Specifically, she has spoken on the value of 

employer support expressed through things like flexible work arrangements, on-site childcare, 

work-life boundary management, and creating employee supportive cultures. In addition to being 

a Society of Industrial-Organizational Psychology Fellow, Ellen is one of the few work-family 

scholars also elected an Academy of Management Fellow for making significant contributions to 

advance the science and practice of management. Ellen’s most cited article Work-Family 

Conflict, Policies, and the Job-Life Satisfaction Relationship: A Review and Directions for 

Organizational Behavior-Human Resources Research (Kossek & Ozeki, 1998) has been cited 
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over 2,100 times. It is a meta-review of work/family conflict research that revealed 'that 

generally regardless of the type of measure used... a consistent negative relationship exists 

among all forms of [work-family] conflict and job–life satisfaction,' and this relationship is 

stronger for women (Kossek & Ozeki, 1998, p.139). To have success in translational research, 

Ellen suggests taking a 'learning for learning' approach where researchers and companies 

collaborate on projects to mutually learn about work-life issues.   

Suzan Lewis is Professor of Organizational Psychology at Middlesex University, 

London and has been an extraordinary contributor to work and family research for more than 32 

years. She is the leading work and family scholar from outside of the United States. She was a 

founding co-editor of Community, Work and Family, the primary academic journal exclusively 

for work-family research. She has undertaken groundbreaking research on how multiple layers of 

context shape work and family experiences. One of her early books, Dual Earner Families- 

International Perspectives, predated the more recent recognition of the importance of 

contextualizing work-family experiences and demonstrates her commitment to translational 

research (Lewis, Hootsmans, & Izraeli, 1992). Her most cited article, ‘Family friendly’ 

employment policies: A route to changing organizational culture or playing about at the 

margins? addresses barriers faced by organizations as they shift their culture to be more family-

friendly (Lewis, 1997). Her more recent research focuses on 1) combining work and fertility 

treatment and 2) maternity protection in SMEs, particularly in developing countries. She has 

worked with employers and policy makers on work-life issues in Europe, Asia, and North 

America, evidencing her extraordinary efforts to help disseminate research to those in the public 

sphere. Suzan was honored in 2018 when the Work and Family Researchers Network stabled the 

Suzan Lewis Best Conference Paper award. To be successful in translational research, she 
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believes, 'Context-sensitive research is easier to translate to wider stakeholders who might 

otherwise argue ‘but it’s different here’.' Sue Lewis and her family are all longtime supporters of 

Manchester City football club. 

Shelley MacDermid Wadsworth is Professor in the Department of Human 

Development and Family Studies at Purdue University, where she directs the Center for Families 

and the Military Family Research Institute. They both aim to strengthen connections of 

researchers and students to practitioners, educators, employers, and policymakers. An example 

of her extraordinary contribution was her creation of the Rosabeth Moss Kanter Award for 

Excellence in Research on Work and Family, in partnership with the Boston College Center for 

Work and Family. For almost 20 years, the Kanter award has identified the best work-family 

studies published each year, ‘translating’ them for corporate practitioners who design and 

implement programs, practices, and policies that affect millions of employees around the world. 

Shelley has also conducted research documenting connections between workplace experiences 

and workers’ functioning at home and work. Shelley’s most cited article is titled Multiple roles 

and the self: A theory of role balance and has been cited more than 800 times. This article 

showed that how individuals think holistically about their system of roles is more important for 

their well-being than how they feel about individual roles in isolation (Marks & MacDermid, 

1996). Shelley offered profound advice for those who would be successful at translational 

research called 'the Six D’s', 'Incorporate … the deliberate development and delivery of well-

targeted information to a specific destination that is well-positioned to disseminate it to your 

desired audience.' When asked for a gem of wisdom, Shelley responded, 'Never forget to answer 

the ‘so what’ question.' Besides Michael and chocolate, Shelley loves gardening, reading 

mystery novels and snorkeling in the south Pacific. 
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Marcie Pitt-Catsouphes is Professor and Associate Dean at the Boston College School 

of Social Work, whose undertakings to advance translational research in the field of work and 

family scholarship for almost three decades have made an extraordinary impact. She founded the 

Sloan Work and Family Research Network in 1997 and served as Executive Director until 2005. 

This organization evolved into the Work and Family Researchers Network, a multi-disciplinary 

research association for scholars studying a range of work-family issues. She was Co-Director, 

then Director of the Center for Work and Family at Boston College from 1999 to 2012. She was 

a founding co-editor of the journal Community, Work, and Family. She is also a co-editor of The 

Work and Family Handbook: Multidisciplinary Perspectives and Approaches, which looks at 

work-family relationships through multiple disciplinary perspectives across the social sciences 

(Pitt-Catsouphes, Kossek, & Sweet, 2008). She currently serves as a Co-President of the Work 

and Family Researchers Network. In 2005, she co-founded the Center on Aging and Work at 

Boston College, which engages researchers and employers in conversations about the quality of 

employment available to older adults. She received the Work-Life Legacy Award from the 

Families and Work Institute in 2007 and the Inaugural Lifetime Achievement Award from the 

Work and Family Researchers Network in 2018. In 2018, she was elected to the American 

Academy of Social Work and Social Welfare. These varied accomplishments illustrate her 

extraordinary contributions to the field of work and family research, particularly her commitment 

to expanding the scope of how work and family research is disseminated. She advocates 

developing the skills and patience needed for active listening and believes, ‘It is important for 

researchers to listen to the needs and preferences of practitioners and policymakers who might be 

able to use insights derived from research.’ Marcie's passion and commitment to work-family 

issues reflect her love for and appreciation of her amazingly supportive family. 
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Jane Waldfogel, Professor of Social Work at Columbia University, has made a 

significant impact on policy though her research and writing. Her research has focused on the 

impact of public policies on children and families, with particular attention to work-family 

policies such as paid family and medical leave and anti-poverty policies. Some of Jane’s 

translational work is captured in the many books she has written, including What Children Need 

(Waldfogel, 2006). Jane’s most cited article is Understanding the ‘Family Gap’ in Pay for 

Women with Children, which has been cited more than 1,000 times. In this article, she highlights 

that although the pay gap between men and women is narrowing, the pay gap between 'mothers 

and nonmothers has been widening' (Waldfogel, 1998). This study highlights the need for 

policies that address work-family conflict issues for mothers with children. To be successful in 

translational research, Jane suggests it is important to talk to policy makers and others in the real 

world to ensure your research is accessible and relevant to real-world problems.   

Joan Williams is Distinguished Professor of Law and the Hastings Foundation Chair at 

the University of California, Hastings College of the Law. She has been a pioneer in 

disseminating work and family research for nearly 30 years. She concurrently serves as the 

director of the Center for WorkLife Law, which she helped to establish in the 1990’s. Joan has 

written eleven books and has published 90 academic articles; her outreach writing includes op-

eds, in The New York Times, The Los Angeles Times, and The Wall Street Journal, and articles 

published in Harvard Business Review, The Atlantic, The Guardian, and The Times Literary 

Supplement. Her influential books include Unbending Gender: Why Family and Work Conflict 

and What to Do About It (Williams, 2000), What Works for Women at Work: Four Patterns 

Working Women Need to Know (Williams & Dempsey, 2014), and Reshaping the Work-Family 

Debate: Why Men and Class Matter (Williams, 2010). She feels that her biggest contribution to 
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translational work and family research has been 'in communicating that women don’t cheerfully 

opt out—they are pushed out—due to bias against mothers.' When asked how to be successful in 

disseminating important work and family topics to the public she shared that one should 'become 

intellectually fascinated with how to make things simple.' Joan lives in San Francisco with her 

husband of 40 years and her cat, Olaf Palme. 
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